<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roll</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | Item 1781-PS. File of various documents dealing with the invasion of Austria, France, Belgium, Holland, Norway and Denmark, 1937-1940  
Item 1782-PS. Eliminated  
Item 1783-PS. Organization and strength of The German Army, April to August 1940  
Item 1784-PS & 1785-PS. Eliminated  
Item 1787-PS. Records of orders emanating from Hitler, the WFST and from Himmler.  
19 October 1944. 14 February 1945.  
Item 1789-PS. War Diary on Croatia from military point of view for 1944  
Item 1790-PS. War Diary, 1 September-31 December 1943  
Item 1791-PS. Original has been lost  
Item 1792-PS. War Diary, 1 July 1943-31 August 1943  
Item 1793-PS. War Diary, 1 April 1944-16 December 1944  
Item 1794-PS. War Diary, 1 April 1944-16 December 1944  
Item 1795-PS. War Diary dealing with Northern Fronts (Finland, Norway, Denmark) and Russian Offensives, 1 April 1944-31 December 1944  
Item 1796-PS. Secret notes to the War Diary from the end of March 1939 to the end of May 1940 dealing with preparations for the war against Poland and further events, 7 April 1941  
Item 1797-PS. War Diary dealing with all Fronts, 2 January 1945-6 March 1945  
Item 1798-PS. Report on the situation in Croatia 1944 based on files of the WFST and KTB, 1944 (part) |
| 2    | Item 1798-PS. Report on the situation in Croatia 1944 based on files of the WFST and KTB, 1944 (part)  
Item 1800-PS. Preliminary report by the Royal Norwegian Government about Germany’s Crimes against Norway, 1945  
Item 1801-PS. Top Secret Memorandum, written by Hitler, on the German Defenses, 1 July 1938  
Item 1802-PS. Treatise on the construction of fortification works composed by Hitler and addressed to the OKW, 1 July 1938  
Item 1802-PS. Report by the Gestapo Office in Wurzburg about completed deportation of all Jews in that town and vicinity, 6 August 1943  
Item 1803-PS. Notes on conference between Ribbentrop, Imredy, and von Kenya re: relationships Yugoslavia, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Germany, Photostat of unsigned copy, 26 August 1938  
Item 1804-PS. Record of interrogation of the arrested Hans Fritzche, 12 September 1945  
Item 1805-PS. Orders and directives by Hitler and the High Command, dealing with the offensives against Stalingrad and the Caucasus (Secret), July & August 1942  
Item 1806-PS. Annex to War Diary dealing with Rumania, 1 January 1944-23 August |
1944
Item 1810-PS. Re: Armistice with France, June 1940
Item 1811-PS. Note Book in Jodl’s handwriting in form of a diary, 13 October 1939-30 January 1940